DISHOOM

SOBER MENU FOR SOBER PATRONS

THE PERMIT ROOM

V FOR VIRTUE

NO PERMIT REQUIRED
FOR PATRONS WANTING TO DRINK LESS, LESS OFTEN, OR NOT AT ALL, ENCLOSED IS A LIST OF DRINKS WHICH CONTAIN LITTLE TO NO ALCOHOL.

THIS IS A COMPLETELY SOBER MENU

BENEFITS OF SOBERETY INCLUDE:

- Real economy in hard times
- Increased joie-de-vivre
- Permanent rejuvenation
- Improved balance and gait
- Memory with clarity and clearness
- Finer workmanship and accuracy
- Greater vigour and performance
- Recaptured youth and fortified health
- Entire physical satisfaction
- Finer workmanship and accuracy
- Greater vigour and performance
- Real economy in hard times
- Increased joie-de-vivre
- Entire physical satisfaction

DRY TIPPLES

A dry tipple looks like alcohol, but does not contain one single drop. (Mr Dhoble would approve.)

SOBER MARTINI (UP)
Sophistication neatly executed with ginger and gentian root. Gin-like bitterness and warmth. The absence of liquor is most difficult to believe. 6.50

VIRTUOUS TULSI SOUR (UP)
In our solicitude and zeal for abstemious guests, this peaty Whisky Sour has no whisky, nor any other spirit. Note the warming aromas of ginger, lemon, holy basil and secret botanicals. 6.50

DRY OLD-FASHIONED (ROCKS)
Smoked demerara, orange bitters, cayenne and orange peel. Fire in the throat, warmth in the belly. But no need of alcohol! 6.50

DRY MONSOON MARTINI (UP)
Monsooned Catuai espresso with Dishoom’s secret spirit essence, chilli and crema. Totally teetotal, but nobody will know that your monsoon is dry. 6.50

TEETOTAL HOP PAANCH (ROCKS)
Convince yourself of masculinity: tastes of tobacco, leather and peat are here in Dishoom hop-infused no-alcohol spirit, lime, tea and spices. 6.50
**ALCOHOL-REMOVED WINE**

750ml bottle

**EDENVALE SPARKLING CUVÉE, S.E. AUSTRALIA**
For the table, Chardonnay and Verdelho laced together, fleeting tastes of fresh apples and fragrance of white flowers. Fine bubbles whisper and fade. Elegant celebration without inebriation. 22.25

**EDENVALE CHARDONNAY, S.E. AUSTRALIA**
Palates be duped — this wine will not intoxicate. Australian grapes are picked, oaked, de-wined and relished abundantly. Flamboyant character with most excellent qualities of citrus fruits and hinting apples on the nose. 21.75

**N.A. BEER**

**ESTRELLA FREE DAMM (CAN)**
Star lager-beer made to A. K. Damm’s original recipe of 1876 is now embracing modern-fancy brewing techniques. Behold! It is free of alcohol. Malty, with tastes of lemon and toast notes. 330ml / 0.0% 5.00

**LUCKY SAINT (ALC-REMOVED)**
Be sober, be vigilant: this is alcohol-removed vegan lager, born of Bavarian springs, Hallertau hops and barley-malt. Pour. Swirl. Pour again for citrus hop finish. 330ml / 0.5% 5.00

**SHARBATS ETC.**

**PASSIONFRUIT SHARBAT**
Long and sparkling, with the fresh tang of passionfruit, lime and coriander, finished with a generous splash of soda. 3.90

**VIRGIN MAIDAN MOJITO**
‘Maidan’ comes not from virgin but from the word for a wild place. Mint is clapped in the hands and rolled, then churned with coconut milk, ginger, lime and Dishoom’s secret spirit essence. 5.50

**KALA KHATTA SHARBAT**
Kokum fruit juice, chilli, citrus and black salt, stirred all together for some time and left to rest before being strained over cubed ice. Will take you straight back to Chowpatty Beach. 3.90

**WATERMELON SHARBAT**
Watermelon is muddled with spearmint and lime, then thrown over cubes of ice. 3.90

*Non-Alcoholic*
COOLERS
AND
BOTALS

FRESH NIMBU SODA
Light lemon drink to quench the thirst. Made to order with fresh juice, salt, sugar and soda. 2.90

THUMS UP
The cola of Bombay, in botals nicely worn from recycling. 300ml 3.90

LIMCA
Fizzy Bombay lemon drink. “Contains no fruit guaranteed.” 300ml 3.90

PALLONJI’S
RASPBERRY SODA
‘Parsi is raspberry and raspberry is Parsi’ according to the effervescent Mr. Kohinoor. 300ml 3.90

A production of Modern Medicine of momentous efficacy.

Fresh vigor
and an increased joie-de-vivre through

“GEMINI”
HORMON-RESTORATIVE FOR MEN

A FIRST-CLASS TREATMENT FOR
Weak procreation of Man, Neuroasthenia, Ennui, Overwork, Under-development, Premature Senility, High Blood-pressure, Obesity, all kinds of Hormone Deficiency and General Weakness.

Sole Distributors for India, Burma and Ceylon:

THE GEMINI TRADING CO.
24, Harvey Road, BOMBAY 7.

Stockist:—AKBARALLY EBRAMJI
Fort, BOMBAY.
When you want to quench your thirst ask for . . .

**REX**

LIME JUICE CORDIAL
LEMON SQUASH
LEMON BARLEY
ORANGE SQUASH

All enriched with Dextrosol—Life's Vital Force